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Login 

The login page for the National Product Catalogue [NPC] can be accessed via this link.  

Upon the creation of your NPC account a member of the GS1 team will email you your login details. 

The NPC runs best on Chrome and Firefox, followed by Safari. Internet Explorer is not recommended.  

 

 

 

https://cataloguepublisher.gs1au.org/
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Dashboard 

The Dashboard provides a summary of your NPC and is the first screen you will see upon logging in. 
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Items 

The Items tab is the centre point of the NPC.  

The Items tab can be personalised in the following three ways: 

1. Sort columns – by clicking on the header 
2. Resize columns – by clicking on the right-hand side of the column and making it smaller or bigger 
3. Move columns – by clicking the header and dragging it to the left or right 
4. Hide columns permanently – by using the ‘Edit Table Columns’ function 

Click SAVE COLUMN LAYOUT to save your layout for the next time you log in.  
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Items continued… 

The Items tab can be broken down into five key areas: 

1. Search functions 
2. Task Pane 
3. Summary item information 
4. Page navigator and settings 
5. Preview pane - displaying the details and publication details of an item  
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Prices 

To see a full list of all your prices, click on the Prices option from the blue bar at the top of the page. Prices opens in a new tab within your 

NPC so you can work on pricing and item data at the same time. Like the Items tab you can sort, move, and switch off columns in Prices to 

suit your catalogue’s needs.  
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Adding a new product 

Adding a New Product 
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Creating a New Base Item 

In the Items tab, click CREATE, or select an item and CLONE to begin creating an item. The Create item window will appear. Follow the 7 

Steps below to enter your GTIN, Target Market, Article Type and Basic information.

 
    

Useful Tip: You can select a 

template to work from when 

creating a new item. A 

template allows you to fill in 

any data that is always going 

to be the same, so that 

when you create an item 

you don’t have to fill in 

these fields. See Creating a 

New Template for more 

information. 
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Creating a New Base Item continued 

A New Item form will open where you can begin entering information about your product – this is your Editor. Work your way through the 

required fields. Fields marked with  are mandatory, but there may be other fields which are conditionally mandatory for you to enter. 

You can work through the different sections using the Menu Tree on the left-hand side of your screen.  

Useful Tip: it is recommended that you consult your trading partner’s Data 

Requirements document to find the full set of requirements. Go to the Help Centre 

to find your trading partner’s Data Requirements. 

Useful Tip: Remember to SAVE your data as you go. 

The NPC has a 25min time out if you have not been 

using it.  

http://support.gs1nz.org/hc/en-us/categories/200195960-National-Product-Catalogue
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Creating a New Base Item continued 

Once all mandatory headings and fields have been completed save your work by clicking SAVE. This will generate a Validation Report to 

highlight anything you may have missed:  

If you ever want to Validate an item that is already saved, use the VALIDATE button.  

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

  

Useful Tip: Orange Warnings often come up if 

something is unusual. Note that they will not 

stop you from publishing your item.  
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Creating a New Base Item continued… 

Work through any outstanding errors and save to re-validate. When all mandatory fields have been completed, validating will generate the 

following report:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Useful Tip: When you are creating base unit as part of a hierarchy (an inner and/or case is still to be added) it is likely that you will still 

have errors in your validation report. These errors could be one or more of the following: 

 

• At least one of the GTINs in each hierarchy must be an ORDER UNIT. 

• At least one of the GTINs in each hierarchy must be an INVOICE UNIT. 

• At least one of the GTINs in each hierarchy must be a DESPATCH UNIT. 
 

In this instance, you can ignore the errors. The base item you have created may not be an order/invoice/despatch unit, and as the rest 

of the hierarchy has not yet been created, these errors are raised. Once you add an inner and/or case to the hierarchy and list it as an 

order/invoice/despatch unit, these errors will be resolved. 
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Releasing and Publishing a Base ONLY Item  

(Note: If you want to create an inner and/or case, skip to the next page) 

Releasing your new base item is the first step to publishing to a data recipient. Releasing runs the item through validation and makes the 

data available to publish. From the Editor click Workflow and then Release. You can also do this from the task pane in the Items tab. You 

will not be able to do this if you still need to add an inner and/or case. 

In the Items tab your new base item’s Overall State will be Released – Ready to Publish. See Adding a New Price to load and release a price 

and complete the publication process. Click REFRESH to see the updated changes in your Items tab.  
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Creating an Inner or Case Item 

You can create an Inner or Case the same way as creating a Base Item – using the CREATE or CLONE buttons. 
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Creating an Inner or Case Item continued… 

In the Editor, update the item details. Remember to SAVE your changes and be sure to check through all the fields, even those that do not 

require updating. Do not Release yet. 

 

 

Useful Tip: When using clone, be sure to update 

• Descriptions 

• Product characteristics 

• Weights and Dimensions 

• Base and Config 

• Packaging Info 

• Logistics Info 
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Creating a Hierarchy (Linking Base/Case Together) 

In the Items tab, open your Case unit.  In the left-hand Panel, you can Edit Hierarchies, Add a child item, Add your item, and enter the 

number of components. 

  

Useful Tip: to create a three level hierarchy (base unit + inner + case) in the 

Case add the inner first as described above and enter the no. of units. Then 

repeat the above process again, this time adding the Base units below the Inner.  
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Releasing and Publishing a Hierarchy 

Now that you have created a hierarchy, you can release the hierarchy. Select the case item from your Items tab and RELEASE, or select 

Release from the Workflow menu in the Editor, and select Release Hierarchy to release all items in the hierarchy.  

In the Items tab, the items in the hierarchy will now have an Overall State of Released – Ready to Publish. See Adding a New Price to load 

and release a price and complete the publication process. Click REFRESH to see the updated changes in your Items tab.  
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Adding a new price 

  

Adding a New Price 
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Adding a New Price 

From the Items tab or Editor of the item you are adding the price to, select the Add Price button. In the new window select the 

relationship/trading partner you want to add a price for and click Select Relationship. 
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Creating a New Price continued… 

Enter your pricing information in the Basic Price Type Information tab. Ensure you complete all mandatory fields marked with  

Click Save to save your new price. 

 

Click Release to release the price. This will Publish both the item and the price to your trading partner.  

Useful Tip: Suppliers creating Prices for the DHB and 

Fletcher Distribution - remember to fill in the field ‘Price 

Location-to (GLN)’  
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Releasing Prices 

Releasing a price will change its Release To Pool status from WORKING, to SENT, to RELEASED. The RESPONSE status indicates the price has 

been successfully loaded to NPC. 

 

 

 

 

Useful Tip: an item’s publication is dependent on whether its price has been released. An 

item will not publish to your trading partner unless a price has been loaded and released. 
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Creating Two or More Prices Using Templates 
 

Once you have created a price, in the same screen you can quickly generate a new blank price form for the same retailer by clicking Add 

new Price. 

If you want to create a price for a different Retailer, click the Select new Relationship button, choose the new retailer the price is for and a 

new price form for this retailer will appear. 

You can also prefill any fields you always fill out the same in the price form by creating a template. Simply create a price as described above, 

only filling in the fields that you want prefilled. Save this (ignore the errors) and click on the Save as template button and give the template 

a name (per Retailer). When you create a new price, you can select the retailer the template was for and then select the template from the 

drop-down menu. 
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Changing a product 

  

New Zealand 

Changing a Product 
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Changing an Item’s Article Type  

If you have incorrectly chosen the wrong Article Type e.g. Packaging item instead of Base item then the wrong validation rules will be 
applied. If the item is already published or released, you will need to Unpublish the item first. You may also need to Unrelease the item to 
get it to draft before changing article type. Unpublish and Unrelease can be found in the task pane of the Items tab, or the Workflow menu 
in the item Editor. 

When your item is in a draft state click More and then Change Article Type. Select the desired Article Type. 
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Editing an Item 

It is important to note that when editing an item there are two types of changes you can make, CHANGE_BY_REFRESH or CORRECT. Before 

you edit your item, you will need to select one of these options from the Editor mode drop-down at the top of the Editor tab.  

• CHANGE_BY_REFRESH is used when an item attribute has changed; for example, when the size of an item’s packaging changes. 

• CORRECT is used when an item attribute needs to be fixed (it was incorrect to begin with); for example, when an item’s Brand Name 
has been misspelt.  

  

 

  

Useful Tip: GTIN allocation rules – For changes such 

as Brand or measurement changes greater than 20% 

you will need a new GTIN. To understand when you 

need a new GTIN vs when you can just make a 

change, please see: http://www.gs1.org/1/gtinrules/ 

For further assistance, please email 

verify@gs1nz.org 

 

http://www.gs1.org/1/gtinrules/
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Editing an Item continued… 

To edit an existing item, select one from the Items tab and click Edit, or double click on the item you wish to update. In the new Editor tab 

you will have all your existing item’s information available to edit. Simply click into the field you want to change and enter the new 

information. Save and Release to finalise your update. This publishes the change or correction to the retailer(s).  

  

 

  

Useful Tip: In order to change an article type, or to 

change the quantity of items in your case you will 

need to unpublish the item first.  
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Discontinuing an Item 

When an item is discontinued, you will need to refer to the Retailer’s requirements for end-dating an item. These articles can be found in 

the Help Centre. To end date an item, select the item you want to discontinue from your Items tab and Edit the item. Select the Dates tab in 

the Editor and then enter your End Availability Date Time – do for Base/Inner/Case then Save and Release the item to update this 

information to your retailer. Once the item has been responded to (See Responses) Unpublish the item from your retailer(s).  

   Useful Tip: if you are discontinuing an item, make sure you 

discontinue the price as well. The process is the same as 

above, but accessed from the Prices tab. 

 

https://gs1nz.zendesk.com/
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Range Reduction 

Range reduction is where an item is no longer supplied to a particular retailer – as opposed to discontinuing an item completely. To reduce 

your range with a retailer you will need to use retailer specific values in order to end date the item for the specific retailer. Once added, 

Save and Release, then Unpublish from the Workflow menu. In the following window select the retailer and Unpublish. 

 

   

https://gs1nz.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/115004308587-Trade-Partner-Dependent-TPD-Values
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Pack Size Change 

A pack size change occurs when the number of items per case (or inner) changes; for example, a case of 12 becomes a case of 10. No matter 

what the pack size change you will need to carefully follow the steps below as this can be a difficult change to execute correctly: 

1. End Date the item that is changing, the case in this instance, then click Release. See Discontinuing an Item. 
 

2. Unpublish the hierarchy from your trading partner. Select the highest level of the hierarchy (the case) in the Items tab and 
Unpublish. Be sure to unpublish to all trading partners. 
 

3. Unrelease the hierarchy. Select all items in the hierarchy on the Items tab and Unrelease. 
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Pack Size Change continued… 

4. Unreleasing will change your item Overall State to Unpublished to all - Draft item (case) and Draft new item (lower levels of the 
hierarchy) – ensure they have this status before proceeding. 
 

5. Un-link the hierarchy. Open one item from the hierarchy, click Edit Hierarchies and Remove the lower levels from the hierarchy.  
 

 
 

6. Create the new case, with a new GTIN. Using the CLONE function will speed this up.  
 

a. Re-create the hierarchy (new case + existing base unit). See Creating a Hierarchy for how to do this. Release the hierarchy 
from the Workflow menu.  
 

7. To add a price for the new case – see Adding a New Price. Once you Release the new price your pack size change will be published to 
your trading partner. 
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Changing a price 

  

Changing a Price 
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Increasing/Decreasing Prices 

Once a price is published (showing RESPONSE in the Release to Pool column), the only thing you can change is the future end date, or future 

start date. The way to change the Price Value or any other attributes is to end date the current price and start a new one as described below.  

 

To change a price, in the Items tab find the item the price is for and click the $ icon in the All Prices column. This will open the Prices tab. In 

the Prices tab you will be able to view all prices loaded for the selected item.  Select the price you want to change and then click the Change 

button.  
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Increasing/Decreasing Prices continued… 

In the End-dating Price window you will need to enter the date you wish to end the current price value. To enter a new price select Yes. You 

will be redirected to the Basic Price Type Information tab to enter your price increase/decrease.  

 

  
Useful Tip: If you select No the price will simply be 

discontinued. 
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Publication 

  

Publication and 
Responses 
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How to Tell Your Item is Published 

To tell your item has published and is available for your retailer to see, you need to look at the Publication Info tab, either in your preview 

pane or in your Editor. 

A icon indicates that the item is published, and  icon indicates that it is sent. The green tick in the Publication Info tab shows 

that your item has been synchronised to the retailer(s). 
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How to Tell Your Price is Published 

A price is published when it changes to RESPONSE in the Release to Pool column. WORKING means that the price is in a DRAFT state and 
has not been sent to the Retailer. 
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Data Recipient Item Responses 

Whenever information is published, the data recipient will provide a response.  

 

You can find these responses in the Response column in your Supplier Item List. There are five possible responses a data recipient can 

provide. It is also possible to get an error message from the NPC. 

 

  

Useful Tip: before you 

receive a response from your 

data recipient the pending 

icon      will appear in the 

Response column of your 

Supplier Item List. 
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Viewing Item Response Detail 

To view the Item Response Detail, select the item and view the CICs and view the details. 
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Data Recipient Price Responses 
 

Whenever price information is published the data recipient  

will provide a response.  

 

You can find these responses in the Last Confirmation Status  

column in your Prices tab. 

 

There are five possible responses a data recipient 

can provide:  
 

 

   Business Level Responses 

SYNCHRONISED 

The retailer has approved 

the data you have sent 

them and synchronised this 

with their internal system.   

REJECTED 

The item has been rejected 

by the data recipient. 

 

Your data recipient will 

provide a comment as to 

why. 

Contact your data recipient 

for further information. 

 

REVIEW 

The item data needs to be 

amended.  

Your data recipient will 

provide a comment as to 

why.  

ACTION: Please make the 

change requested and re-

release the item.  

 

System Level Responses 

Received 

NPC Recipient has 

received your data and it 

is available for your 

retailer to see. 

ERROR 

Failed publication due to a 

technical issue. 

The recipient cannot see 

your data.  

Correct the error or 

contact GS1 Support for 

assistance. 
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Viewing Price Response Detail 
 

To see the description for a price response click the box next to the price you want to look at and click into the Confirmation Details tab. In 

here you can see the comments from the retailer.  
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Templates 
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Creating a New Template 

A template enables you to pre-fill fields that are always the same when you create an item. For example for most suppliers the Brand name 

will be the same, units of measure, and whether your item is a consumer unit or not. You can pre-fill the data in these fields so that when 

you create an item, these fields are already filled out. 

To create a template, select Templates List and then Item Templates. Click Create template (or select and Edit an existing template) and a 

window will appear where you can enter the desired information for your new template and Select Receivers. 
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Uploading and downloading your catalogue 

  

Downloading and 
Uploading 
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Downloading 

This video covers general information on downloading and uploading items and prices.  

 

Downloading your catalogue is useful for making multiple updates to your NPC catalogue at once. To download your catalogue, select your 

whole catalogue by clicking Select all rows on all pages. Select Download as from your Items tab toolbar, followed by Item Download Excel 

– the window on the next page will now appear: 

 

Your download file will appear in the download table – click the link to open in Excel. 

 

Useful Tip: if do not want to 

download your entire catalogue 

you can select individual items 

from the Supplier Item List. 

https://gs1nz.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/204945340--How-To-Video-Tutorials#bulk
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Uploading 

To upload your catalogue click Upload from the Items tab toolbar – the Upload window will appear. Click Select to select your catalogue 

Excel file. If you wish to release and publish your catalogue upload, check the Release uploaded items box, before clicking Start upload. 

 

Your upload validation report will be emailed to you. Additionally, you can access the report file from Report column of the Last uploaded 

panel. 

  

Useful Tip: when making changes to your catalogue 

Excel file please ensure you do not change any 

formatting – this will prevent the file from being 

processed when you come to upload. 
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Upload Reports 

Your upload report will list any errors or warnings in your data. Errors may need to be resolved before you can release and publish your 

items. 

To view the report: 

• Click on the link to download the file from the Report column in the Last uploaded panel 

• Open the file in Notepad (or other text editor) and copy the report content 

• Paste the report content into Excel 
 


